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"Love is unjust; justice foveless."
Delmore Schwartz

"IThe problem] is not essentially the problem of
Christianity and civilízation; for Christianity
whether defined as church, creed, ethicsr or
movement of thought, itself moves between the poles
of Christ and culture. The relation of these two
authorities constitutes its problem. "
R. Niebuhr
"Whether the institutions of the state become freer
and those of the economy juster, that is important,
but not for the question concerning actual life
being posed here; for they cannot become freer and
just on their own. What is decisive is whether the
the You saying, responding spirit
spirit
remains alive and actual; whether what remains of
it in communal human life continues to be subjected
to the state and the economy or whether it becomes
independently active; whether what abides of it in

individual human life incorporates itself again in
But that certainly cannot be
communal life.
accomplished by dividing communal life into independent realms that also include 'the life of the
spirit' . That would merely mean that the regions
immersed in the It - world would be forever
abandoned to this despotism, while the spirit would
lose all actuality. For the spirit in itself can
never act independently upon life; that it cantatdo
only in the It - world. The spirit is truly
when it can confront the world
home with itself'
that is opened up to it, give itself to the world,
and redeem it and, through the world, also itself."
Martin Buber
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Preface

This paper is the fruit of my concern about the relation
between Lhe relation between religious commitment and work

towards practical social change. Religion is widely criticized
on the Ieft, usually because religious commitment is understood
to lead believers to adopt a "transcendent" perspective wherein
oppressive social structurs are condidered unimportant by
believers. I have often wodered what reply is appropriate to
this criticism. I am personally convinced that political activity
which is d.ivorced from a concern with religion is despotic; I
am equally convinced, however, that a religiosity which does
not include a commitment to social justice is misguided and
untrue to what religion really is. This paper addresses this issue.
The issue of religion and politics is far too complicated
to be handled directly in a paper of this size. I have chosen
to approach it. indirectly, through a discussion of political
critiques of theology. lvlary Daly's critique of Christian symbols
in Be ond God the Father was the starting point for my thinking'
Þ
but
s not a paper about Mary Daly. The question I attempt
to answer is this: can one criticize doctrine or symbols because
one believes they are incompatible with oners political commitmenLs?
In chapter one I introduce the idea of the political critique.
I argue that doctrine can have political implications, despite
its supposed focus on ultimate truth, and. that those political
implications can appropriately be addressed by a political critique
of doctrine. I then raise the question of whether not only doctrine
but symbols---the authoritative .symbols of a tradition---can
bear political meaning and hencebe susceptible to a polit'icaI
analysis and critique
In chapter two I address an issue which is crucial to resolving
the problem raised in chapter one: what is the basis for the authority
of traditional symbols and can that authority be challenged? I
suggest that there are grounds for believing that even the basic
symbols of a tradition bear a cultural or political point of view,
and hence may be open to criticism if they are found to be inadequate
in light of cultural change or in light of a theologianrs commitment
to cultural change.
In chapter three I look at the work of Clifford Geert and
Peter Berger to argue that religious symbols are indeed related
to culture, and that they ind.irectly support the cultural statusquo. I briefly introduce Mary DaIy's.critique of masculine symbolism
for God, as an example of the type of political critique which
can emerge from an underslanding of the ways in which religious
ë
symbols õan legitimate pâïÈiculãr forms of-'culture. Éowever, âs
I am convinced that religious symbols are not reducible to a
simplistic sociological analysis, I review the work of Victor

Turner, who suggests that far from legitimating certain forms
of social structure' religious symbols are radically opPosed to
social structure and undermine our faith in their finality'
chapters att.emptsto resolve this dilemna. My
The final
as follows. I suggest that the form
be
summarized
argument can
from social structure and
does
emerge
of religious symbols
prevaling
social structure by associating
indireci,Iy leg-itimates the
are thus susceptible
symbols
it with uttimáte truth. Religious
be carried out,
must
to a political critique. Such a critique
or religious.
is"ultj-mate"
howvei, from a political perspective which
religious
reduce
If it, is not so carried out it, will inevitably
symbols to an instrumental role in the service of mundane political
gõats rather than ultimate religious truth. To undertake a sound
political critique of religious symbols, in other words, one must
iirst argue that one's political agenda is consistent \¡/ith some
objective Good, One must show, in effect, that one's political
program has a trans-historical basis.
To solve the problem of the objective good, it is necessary
Yet,
to look ouÈside of history for politicaL justification.
is
today
viewpoint
trans-historical
such
a
of
source
the only
political
attempts
critique
which
the
scripture
of
the very boay
to criticize. In this context, the objective Good for politics
has to become not a political structure which reflects a static
conception of ultimate truth and justice, but rather a political
structure which is consistent with an ongoing search forrand
exploration of, a dynamic and ungraspable ultimate truth. In effect,
the world of social structure is re-conceived as a world of
religious practice, and the criterion for justice is the consistency
of a-social structure with the possibility of religious experience.
This imparts a new meaning to a politics of radical humanism.
It suggests that ttre ultimate foundation for humanism is the
uniqué role that human beings have in the search for ultimate reality.
perJons are important---and social struct.ures which force us to
encounter persons are important---because human beings arg revalatory.
The just sóciety is that society which encourages revelation, and
that. society which emerges from revelatory encounter with others.
There is one important point (a proviso, actually) to make
at the outset. I have begged the fundamental question of what'
relationship exists between the concepts of culture and politics.
Surely they are not exactly the same, although my discussion in
this þ.per-points towards such an identification. The ordering
of everyday life (politics) is a cultural phenomenon, but not aII
changes in the ordering of daily life deserve to be called cultural
changes. On the other hand, political change is tied.to changes
in lãnguage, art, and world-view, so. culture and politics are
closely related. I do not know just how to resolve this problem,
so I aËk the reader to bea_r with me and a1low me to treat the
.u,
terms somewhat interchangeable'in this paper. A richer discussion
of the interplay between religion and politics will have to await
a fuller aisóussion of the relationshop between politics and culture.
Many people have helped me with this paper, and. they all
deserve my thanks. Patrick Henry, Lin Urban-añdi particularly,

Don Swearer, have been superb guides in my study of religion,
as well as wonderful people to know over the past four years.
I thank them for their scholarship and friendship. Demaris Wehr
asked me good questions, which hetped me focus on my topic for
this papei, and she kept me moving when I otherwise would have
dragged my feet. Gordon Kaufman and Ronald Thiemann wrote
provócative essays and books which, though unacknowledged, played
ãn import.ant roté in developing my thinking. James Coleman, of
the Cãnter for the Study of New Religious Movements at Berke1ey,
assisted me over an intellectual hurdle one long evening in
Washington (upon a chance meeting) and I thank him for his help.

Finally, I must thank Gary Greenberg, who had a special role
in this paper. It was Gary who urged me to take my first religion
course aL Swarthmore, back when I thought that religion was a
ridiculous thing to waste time thinking about,. It was good advice;
I loved the couise and became a retigion major. And since that
time, through many long discussion, he has sustained my interest
in religion and enriched my understanding of it. I am grateful for
the oppórtunity I have had to know him and learn from him.
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CHAPTER ONE
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Until the Enlightenment, a relation was presumed to exist
between religion and politics, between ultimate truth and life
in society. Natural law was considered the appropriate
For a variety
foundation for systems of ethics and politics.
of reasons, however, that view of the world has fal1en from
grace. Since the Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution,
religion has been seen as something set apart from socJ-ety.
Ultimate truth has been a private matter, Politics a public one.
This new attitude is embodied most visibly in the almost
sacrosanct tenet of American political life, the separation of
church and state.
In the past decade this separation has been threatened
anew. Christian fundamentalists have become politically active'
offering their views on matters aS diverse aS abortion and
foreign policy. The "Chrj-stian Iìight" has captured a substantial constituency who believer âs in the ôays of old, that
political activity should be based squarely on natural 1aw.
But it is not just fundamentalists who are mixing religion and
politics.
In Latin America particulatl-y, the Catholic Church
has marshalled relì-gion in support of a progressive political
agenda which is in most respects the antithesis of the program
supported by the Christian Right in the United States. But
the Latin American activists Iike American fundamentalists '
base their actlvism on their understanding of "ultimate truth".
Although the Lati-n Ameri-can radicals and the fundamentalist
conservatives disagree on almost every issue, they share an
important common conviction: both groups believe that what one
holds to be ultimately true should have and does have an impact
on one's political activity and belief. What they share is à
rejection of the liberal individualist assumption that ultimate
values should not be part of politics.
It has been argued by many peoplg, and by the Pope' that
there is a profound confusion inherent in attempts to link
pol-itical action with relfgion. These critlcisms are -based
on a" conviction that religion, having as its focus ultimate
truth, is not compatible with politics, which has a different
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focus. Life in the world, it is argued, is not "transcendent'r;
politics is not an appropriate forum for religion.
I believe that such criticism seriouslJ¡ misconstrues what
politics rea1ly is. Politics, broadly considered, is the
ordering of day to day life.
It is an axiological enterprise,
for it involves placing values on different ways of life and
choosing among those alternatives. As soon as one adopts a
political perspective one is acting in relation to what one
consj-ders ultimately true. Siithout such à standard one cannot
choose to live this way instead of that way; one has surrendered social and political development to forces beyond oners
control; one has forsaken freedom for determinism.
Which is not to sâV, necessarily, that religion and politics
are the same. The religious dimension in life is somewhat
different from the political dimension. But the two cannot be
as separate as they are sometimes construed to be, for human
beings are not neatly divisible into two halves. Religion and
politlcs are two dimensions of human 1ife, and they are
inextricably related because they share a conmon locus.
Life j-n the world meets religion in theology. Theology
is the fruit of a dialogue between faith and reason, between
the dimensj-on of ultimacy and the dj-mension of reason and
ordinary experience. It is therefore entirely appropriate
that theology should consider political questions. Those
questions, like all questions about tife in the world, belong
in theology because unless they are considered in relation to
ultimate truth they cannot be answered meaningfully. It is
also entirely appropriate that political experience should be
part of the data upon which a theologian reflects in trying to
understand God. Theologians come to their work bearing the
It is not the case, it seems to
experience of human life.
il€r that there is any single point in. human life which we can
isolate as the locus of experience relevant to theology. The
theologian cannot ignore füe'experience of human beings in
political soci-ety; rather, the theologian has to bring into
dialogue with God the fuII range of human experience, both to
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understand God, and to understand experience.
Theology in the Christian tradition is a hermeneutical
activity.
It is primarÍly concerned with the interpretation
of texts and symbols in the light of human experi-ence.
Theology is about doctrine, which evolves historically as
human experience changes. It is a human activity, and cannot
claim universality because the experiential prism through which
the theologian interprets texts and symbols has cu1tural,
historical, and personal dimensions which are ineradicable.
As Sheila Crfire DavanøJ wrote r \il€ have to understand that
"theology is a" totally human endeavor dependent upon human
creativlty and human responsibility
is partial theology, that there is no universal, non-confessional theology, that al1 theology emerges from particular

historicat contexts."l
Of course theology is not "a totally human endeavor"
insofar as theologians must relate human experience to texts
and symbols which are I'u1timate". The criterion of theologlcal
truth is consistency with both everyday experience and the
foundational texts. For the Christian tradition, which I will
be f ocusing on in this paper, those texts a"re the Bible:
"Chrj-stianity is a biblical reli gion. It is the religi-on of
a book...theology...cannot swerve from its path in this respect.
It must keep going back to its book and reinterpreting it."2
This dialogue between experJ-ence and the BibIe includes
many elements. Traditionally, theology has concentrated on
reconciling faith with philosophical thought. But once we
include in our theological work all of human experience
(including political experience) we'have to enlarge the concept
of reason in the classical "meeting of faith and reasoÌ1". As
Gustavo Gutierrez, the Latin American liberation theologian,
has written "Theo1ogy...is a meeting between faith and reasont
not exclusively between faith and any one philosophy' nor even
even betwé'en faith ail¿
between faith and philo"offi''nor
phJ-losophy in general. Reason has, especially today, many other
manifestations than philosophical ones. The understanding of
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the faith Ís also followi-ng along new paths in our day: the
social, psychological, and biological sciences...Theological
thought not characterized by such a rationality and dísi".t¿f¿s+LJy\¿çg
would not be truly faithful to an understanding of the faith".3
An important new manifestation of reason for theologians
to consider is an analysis of how religious doctrine can
function as political ideology. That is to sâvr for the first
time, theologians have had to become self-conscj.ous about the
ways that different doctrines about God influence political
thinking and political action.
Let me take an example. The depi-ction of Christ in the
Bible dwells at length on his suffering. The image of the
suffering Christ is a powerful one and, I believe it can be a
liberating one. But it can equally be transmuted into a
religious justificatj-on for the suffering of political
oppression. To quote Moltmann on this point: "The mysticism
of suffering can easily be perverted into a justification of
suffering itself.
The mysticism of the cross ca,n of course
praise submission to fate as a virtue and be perverted into
melancholy apathy. "
"The Church has much abused the theology of the cross and
the mysticism of the passion in the interest of'those who
cause the suffering. Too often peasants, Indians, and Black
slaves have been called upon by the representatives of the
dominant religion to accept their sufferi-ng as 'thei.r cross'
and not to rebel- against them."4

This is an obvious example of how theological doctrine
can function as ideology. Somewhat more subtle, but nevertheless clear, is the possible ideological component of traditional Christian ethics. IvIary Daly ar€iues that to imitate Jesus,
one must live "sacrificially",
one must be a scapelgoat. S
For the downtrodden, the model of'Jesus as victim discourages
political action to fight yi.limization and oppression: "The
qualities that Christianity idealizes , especially for women,
are also those of a victim: sacrificial love, passive
acceptance of suffering, humility, weakness, etc. Since these
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are the qualities ideali-zed in Jesus, rwho died for our sinsr,
his functioning as a model reinforces the scapegoat syndrome
for women. "6
Now I do not personally believe that the image of the
suffering Christ or the image of the passiveJy accepting Christ
are images which primarily speak to the problem of political
oppression. But I do belQlve that theologians have to be
self-conscious about doctrine, and that they have to be aware
always that, since people do not think in "religious mode" on
mode" on other occasions,
SOme oCcasions and in "political
religious doctrine can ca"Try implicit political meaning even
if that is unintended. Theologians have to reconcile the
elevation of suffering in the Bible; for example' with our
worldly concept of suffering, to show us they âre different.
I{oreover, theologians have to be a\ryare that a doctrine of
God aS "otherwordly", and of the world âs insignificant, is
itself a political message. To interpret God to be 'rnot in
this world", and religious life to be a rejection of life in
the wor1d, j-s to cast political life into the outer darkness.
To interpret I John 2 ("Do not love
Quietism is political.
the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the
world, love for the Father is not in him.") as disparaging
life in the world is to judge oppression not worthy of God's
judgement. I belúeve it is also to misinterpret the passage;
but more on that later.
My discussj-on is meant not to equate religion with
politics, but rather to establish the possibility of a"
political critique of doctrine. Politics, like the rest of
experience, must be brought into dialogue with ultimate truth.
Segundo argues that suspicion of the ideological implications of theology has to be part of theology, of hermeneutics.
He suggests aS a model for theology a'"hermeneutical circle"
contaÍning four essential ë'---'
"moments": "Firstly , there is our
way of experiencing reality, which leads us to ideological
suspicion. Secondly, there is the application of our
ideological suspieion to the whole ideological superstructure
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in general and to theology in particular. thirdly there comes
a new way of experiencing theological reality that leads us
to exegetical suspicion, that is, to the suspicion that the
prevailing interpretation of the Bible has not taken
important pieces of data into aecount. Fourthly we have our
new hermeneutic, that is, our new way of interpreting the
fountainhead of our faith (i.e. scripture) with the new
elements at our -disposal."8
For Segundo, thenrpolitical thought can be validly applied
to doctrine. There is thus a f^litical critique of religion.
But that critique extends formally only to hermeneutics. The
critique, by definition, càn extend only as far as interpretation
of the Bible can stretch.
Ìdary Da]y, though she is perhaps unawâre of having done sor
has carri-ed Segundo's method one step further. She has posed,
in the name of liberating women from oppression, a challenge to
She argues that:
the texts and symbols of Christianity itself.
"The image of God aS exclusively a father and not a mother...
\ryas spawned by the human imagination under the conditions of
patriarchal society and sustained as plausible by patriarchy.
Then, in turn, the i-mage has served to perpetuate this kind of
society by making its mechanisms for the oppression of women
appear right and fitting."7
To sâyr as she does, that "if God is mal-e, then the male
i-s God"r8 is to challenge Christianity on the most fundamental
level. It is to challenge the meaning of theology as hermeneutics; in Segundots terms, Daly stretches the hermeneutical
circle until it breaks. While her interest is in repudiating
Christian symbols, her analysis leads beyond itself; she has
forced theologians to .ìustify Christian symbols. Her analysis
is political, but the issue is deeper than that. Is the
traditional understanding of theology. as hermeneutics still
viable? Is it appropriate for theologians even to consi-der à
critique of symbols tnemséTveèt
"But God
The theologians will respond to her critique:
the Father is not male that is..nofwhat the symbol ultimately
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means.rt But Daly replies, "It is important to recognize that
even when very abstract conceptua:-Í-zations of God a.Te formulated
in the mind, images survive in the imagination in such a way
that a person.ce:n function on two different and apparently
contradictory levels at the same time. Thus one can speak of
God as spirit and at the same time imagine rthimrr as belonging
to the male Sex. Such primitive images can profoundly affect
conceptual-izations which appear to be very refined and abstract."9
Although I do not want to write primarily about Daly, her
argument is compelling: aS recently as this past decade the
Catholic Church has argued that women coul-d not be priests
because they did not bear a physical likeness to Christ. In
essence, 5he asks those theologians who belei-ve that God is not
really male: "If you do not believe that God is ma1e, isnrt
there a way to talk about God so that God won't seem male?"

Daly would argue (does argue, in fact) that the "rea1
meaning" of the Bible is not oppresive. Her contention is th.at
the liberating potential of Christian symbols is choked off by
other, oppressive elements, of the symbols themselves. And
her challenge to theology is to iustify why it should contj-nue
to express ultimate truth in symbols which have oppressive
connotations. Her claim is that the theological communj-ty has
engaged in a sort of methodological hyprocrisy, at once claiming
that what Christian symbols rea11y mean is not what they seem
to mean, wh11e remaining wedded to those symbols as though there
were no alternatives to themr âs though they were the truth
rather than expressions of truth. The only logical rejection
of Daly's argument would. involve a return to orthodoxy, and
a renewal of the cfaim of biblical authority. For authority is
rea1ly the key j-n this discussion. What authorj-ty should be the
our overall understanding of the
foundation for theotogy
world (albeit heavily informed by the. traditional texts and
symbols) or the texts and symbols alone? Will we choose à
edience (a Ia B Srth) or a -theology
theology of hermeneutical
of construction?
To answer this question we have to investigate further the
nature of the authority vested in traditional symbols, and in

the stories of the Bible. I will turn to this issue next.
But first, 1et me try to J.ay out in brief form the problem
we have to resolve in the following chapters. There exist
theologians who have criticized both Christian doctrine and
Christian texts and symbols as ideologica:-.. We have to
investigate whether that charge is accurate. This involves
determining whether Christian symbols are authoritative in a"
universal sense or whether, instead, they are linked to
specific cultures and political structures and in fact reinforce those structures. The political eritique of theology càn
drive us, through this analysis, to a deeper understanding of
what religious symbols are, and what they tell us about
universal truth.
Only then, having ascended to a renewed understanding of
God and of theology, can we take that understanding âs
normative and descend analytically to the political sphere.
Taking religious understanding as normativer w€ can derive
programmatic criteria for à just society r or an earthy kingdom.
To complete the analysis, and to check it for compatibility
with traditional notions of political "right", we can compare
the concept of justice which emerges from our analysis with
the concept which is prevelant in political theory
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The previous chapter presented a claim, made by Mary Daly,
that Christian symbols are inextricably linked to a specific

set of social relations which are oppresive to women. Her
argument is that politLcaI analysis can reveal the ways in
which religious symbols legitj-mate and reÍnforce particular
soc j-al arrangements.
This analysis, of course, clashes fundamentally with the
claim to unj-versality which is an element of the major world
religions. The texts and symbols of the major traditions
(particularly, I think, Chri-stianity) are understood within
tfrfur traditions not to be cultural expressions. They are
presumed to be "true" in a special sense, and because of
that truth they are held not to be accountable to culture.
Specifically, they are held to be immune from criticism based
on a perceived conflict between a culture's political agenda
and the political meaning (if there is any) embodied in the
foundational texts. If such a conflict exists, the texts
are alleged to be normative. To deal adequately with the
political challenge to symbolsr we have to investigate the
nature of the authori-ty vested in the Bible.
Our "ordinary" statements about the wor1d, contain
within them an inherent dubito. AI1 such statements are selfthey stand ready to be modified
consciously provisional
llle are
if experience cal1s j-nto question their validity.
most aware of this dubito in scientific statements, but it is
present in other kinds of statements as well.
Even expressions which appear to have a certain ultimacy
not shared by scientific statements are nevertheless open to
questioning by others, reconsideration, and restatement.
h{oral statements such as "one should not steal" may seem to
be true in a i¡/ay that scientific statements are not, yet
we nevertheless argue among ourselves. about moral questions
and, not infrequentlyr we modify our views.
The common-sense ¿i-sffiction that *e *äke between scientific statements and other kinds of statements is probably not
correct. Sci-entific theories are not discarded because
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experience proves them wrong. That would leave us with no
theory at all. Instead, they are discarded in the light of
discordant experience in favor of another theory; \i'e reject à
theory, in other words, because we find another theory which
makes more sense of our experience.

Similarly, moral statementg are discarded when they are
replaced with others which seem to us more adequÞte , whi-ch
seem to be better statements of what is. The criterien of
"truth" in both types of statements about the world is thus
one of adequacy. If part of our understanding of the world is
challenged by experience, or by an alternative understanding,
we assume that we can give up one vlew 1n favor of another,
choosing always that conception which seems to us most
meaningful.

Ordinary truth emerges in this analysis, with two aspects.
On the one hand, statements are true if they are culturally
recognized as adequate; and the other hand, beyond "true"
statements there is a more profound kind of "truth", experience, whiCh can call into question "true statements" and
convince us to discard those statements in favor of something
which is'"more true", i.e. a more adequate formulation of our
experience. It is our experience, then, which is ultimately
normative. As our knowledge grows, and aS society changesr We
measure ol-d truths against present experience and reformulate
those "truths" which no longer Seem adequate. The normative
role of experience j-s thus the key to the development of
understanding; alternatively expressed, it is the dubito built
into our conception of knowledge or truth which-al]ows
knowledge to grow.
It is important to note that despi-te this Sþ!þ in our
understanding of the wor1d, we continue to regard our statements
aS somehow "ultimately true". That is, \rye do not temporize
forever while awaiting eventual illumination, but rather act
as if our understanding wèr;e "f inal. It woul'd be dif f icult to
find anyone today who does not believe in gravity - we
yet if experi-ence
regard the existence of gravity as true
contradicts our theory tomorrow, today's truth will become
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tomorrowts mistaken theorY.
The truth which is alleged to reside in the Bible is

radically different from ordinary truth. As à foundational
text, the Bible is considered true not because it is the most
adequate statement of some truth which lies beyond A, but
If the Bible
because it is the statement of ultimate truth.
seems sometimes to be mysterious, paradoxicalr oI in any other
Sense "inadequate" to express Or explain experiencer this
perception is not permitted to threaten the Bible's normative
status. There can be no argument about the truth of the
Bib]e, because to appeal to argument would imply taking as
normative some standard besides the text and symbols themselves.
The Bib1e, it is argued, is not primarily the fruit of human
experience (the development of which could then threaten the
text) but rather the work of God. The text is the word of
God; it is the fruit of revelation:
'The assumption underlying this approach was
that the truth about human existence and human
destiny was to be found through the eoncepts and
doctrines mediated by tradition... This assumption
was theologically undergirded by a- doctrine of
revelation which claimed that this truth was no
mere product of human inquiry or speculation but
had been conveyed to humanity by-God's own revelatory activity.' (Gordon Kaufman)rr
The second important pole of this authority is provided
by a doctrine of faith. There are two signif icant claj-ms made
about faith in this context. First, it is argued that
acceptance of scriptural authority has to be through the process of a faith commitment. That is, since the foundatj-onal
texts and Symbols are "revealed", and since their rftruth"
cannot be established (or refuted) by reason, the acceptance
of their authority has to be the fruit of faith rather than
Second, it is
logical demonstration orthe-fuxt's validity'
argued that the act of faith has an eþistemological dimension '
that is, that it is the tg!_oÍ faith itself_which aIlows one
to understand the "truth" of the foundati-onal texts. 'Faith
is thus not merely an assent to a sometimes paradoxical
religious text, but rather both an a priori assent and a
means to "verify" the claims of the traditi-on. What might
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paradoxical to the unbeliever is first accePted bY
faith and then veri-fied through faÍth. As Clifford Geertz
put it:

seem

The þsic axiom underlyj-ng what we may
perhaps call I th e religious persPective' is
everywhere the s ame: he who would know must

first believe. 1 2
In effect, revelation has two meanings to the believer.
It is by the doctrine of revelation that one understands the
special authority of foundational texts and symbols, and it
is through acceptance (by faith) of this authority that the
"truth" of the texts i-s revealed to the believer. The claims
of the texts, which demand acceptance by faith, aTe then
demonstrated or verified existentially within the faith context.
My guess is that ea:rly in the tradition there was not
too great à tension between the truth revealed through faith
and the truth established by reason and worldly experience'
Ear1y religious writj-ngs probably functioned as an explanation
of an otherwise unintelligible physical world, a sort of
pri-mitive scientific "explanation".
Religion's cosmological- claims within this perspective
could be considered "true" in an ordinary sense. Absent other
explanation, God could plausibly be seen as having made man
and woman from dust. But the development of a" sci-entific
perspectlve has much reduced our ability to take 1itera11y
such claims, and today a literal reading of biblical cosmology is no longer tenable, except among a limited number of
fundamentalist believers.
The development of science and the development of culture
have challenged the authority of the foundational texts and
symbols of the Christian tradition, U.V creati-ng an everwidening gap between secular understanding and the claims made
in the foundational textsc¡:- Interestingly, Íhe authority of
the Bible has not been seriously threatened by that development.
Instead, two other ways of coping with the tension between
reason and revelation have developed.
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First, theology has kept pace with the development of
science and the development of culture by changing doctrine
or the understandin of the text. Doctrine has changed as
theologians have strived to reconcile changing human experience with a" static foundational text. A classic example of
this kind of effort is the Thomistic synthesis. Second, the
tradition has evolved an implicit doctrine of "two-truths",
whereby the truth of faith is considered radically different
from the truth of ordinary experience. To some extent, I
belj-eve, the notion that there exist two truths which are
radically incompatible has provided a kind of immunity to
texts and symbols, even as doctrine has changed.
Now, the fact that doctrine has changed through history
is strong evidence that the human experience of God is linked
to the conditions of ordinary life.
In a sense, changeg j-n
doctrine are a kind of stop-gap measure; they have ensured,
within bounds, that changes in culture do not threaten the
foundational texts. But doetrine can only change so much.
before cultural change threatens the basic terms within which
the tradition operates.
As a practical matter, the role of doctrine as a mediator
between the Bible and ordinary experience has become problematic, and will 1ike1y become more problematic. At some point
our experience in the world may become so different from that
of the Bible that the hermeneutical circle ruptures. The
result of this rupture, in a tradition defj-ned in reference to
an authoratative text, is unbelief. This matter afone should
give us pause; it may be that in a tradition where being
religious means believing in the authority of the Bible,
cli-nging to that definition of religion in a period of rapid
cultural change may drive us to choose to be unreligous.
But this 1s jumping ahead a bit
to establish that ground exisþ for a
ITe have still
political critique of ttre'ÈiU1e itself.
There are two reasons
that I can adduce to argue for a change in our understñþding of
biblical authority.
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First, since the nineteenth century (perhaps before) it
has been impossible to regard the cosmological claims of the
Bible as true in an ordinary sense. The development of
scj-ence has effectiVely elj-minated a hermeneutics based on
total acceptance of biblical claims as scientiflcally true.
We have instead revised our understanding of the Bible in the
light of ordinary experience, and we now see the stories and
images of the BibLe as symboIi..13 But symbols have two
poles. They point on one pole towards ultimate truth, and on
the other hand towards the human experience of à specific
culture. If they did not point towards culture, they vvould
not "rryork", because symbols are in function mediating tools,
bridging the gap between culture and ultimacy.
This recognition of the Bible as symbolic is incompatible
with our understanding of the Bible as authoritative and fina1.
If the Bible is a set of symbols, then the Bible j-s the work
of culture. In essence, when we say that the Bible is
symbolic we are saying that truth lies behind it; at that
pointr wê have made the Bible as subject to change as any
other statement about the world, because we have a normative
basis beyond religious symbols according to which we can
judge symbols as better or worse. Like ordinary statements,
\¡/e can substitute new religious symbols instead of o1d religious symbols if, as culture changes, the new symbols seem
more adequate to express our religious experience.
A second reason why I bel-ieve we must revise our concept
of biblical authorj-ty is the evolving religious pluralism of
our era. Our culture is no longer coextensive with à single
religious tradition.
On the contrary, the world has become
increasingly interdependent, and today we are exposed to many
different religious texts, each of which claims to be
authoritative and unj-versal. Obviously, the traditional
understanding of textual authority is questioned in such à
world. There are rea11y c.¡l.y.two avenues tbat one can- pursue
in such a world. One can continue to believe that oners
own text is authoritative, and thereby judge the religious
expression of other cultures to be blasphemous and wrong.

Or one can decide that religious texts are symbolic expressions
of truth which ar"e closely related to specific cultures. In
the latter case one still has to face the perennial problem of
comparative religion, i.e. are various traditions dj-fferent
expressions of a single truthr or expressions of different
truths? Tlhatever the answer to that theory problem, accepting
the existence of alternative religious texts immediately denies
the claim of any single foundational text to an authority which
places it beyond culture and beyond criticism.
The loss of authorÍty presumed to inhere in the Bible
raises exceptionally difficult problems. First, it implies
that, like doctrine, the Bib1e is at least partially "about"
culture. The Bible can no longer be seen as à sacred revelation with an enti-re1y universal meaning. Religiously' that
means we have to look carefully at the Bible to see whether
it is only an expression of culture, (this is one reductionist
path) or whether it is both about culture and about something
ultimate. If the latter is the caser w€ will have to see what
elements in the Bible are merely cultural, consider whether
our political understanding is in confl-ict with those elements,
and investigate how such a conflict should be resolved.
The loss of textual authority means that traditional texts
will have to be considered as expressions of ultimate truth,
It means that religious statements
rather than truth itself.
wilI have to assume the ÈÞ-i-to. characteristic of ordinary
statements. We will have to consider the possibility that
traditional texts are inadequate expressions of ultimate truth,

without casting as the alternative to those texts "unbelief".
Yet we must avoid the temptation of using as our measure of
adequacy compatibility wi-th any simple politipal agenda. To
def ine the truth of religious expressio" gnryly.riteria derived
from ordinary experience and, particularly, political experj-encet
is to reduce religious expression to a political too1. This
would be lamentably reductionist
I have tried to argue in this section that there are no
longer grounds for considering the Bible and its symbols to
be normative, because they are at least partially reflections
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of culture.

Culture has changed; perhaps' I argue, symbols

should change as we1I.

But to make such changes is to arrogate to theology the
judgement of what 1s universal truth, a troubling prospect.
As a first .step towards tackling the issuer we must turn to an
analysis of the links between culture and relJ-gious expression.
We must first examine the reductionist argument, to determine
whether there are grounds for believing that religious texts
and symbols have any ultimate meaning at all. Following that '
we must try and find a. wày to define what elements in religious
symbols are cultural, and which are not. Only at that point
can \rye begin to draw up criteria for a constructive theology
which will assure us that constructive theology has a basis
in ultimate truth.
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CHAPTER THREE
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The discussion which follows will tie together in some
respects the first two chapters. In chapter one I introduced
the idea of a political critique, "rgulittg that there must be
a relation between our understanding of ultimate truth and
In doing so I presented Mary Daly's claim that
our politics.
rel ig ious svmbols r tro matter how they are interpretedr ca'TTy
political meaning, and hence can be critici,zed from a political
perspective.
Such a. critique is obviously at odds with the traditional
assumption that religious texts and symbols are universal
(i.e. not cultural) and authoritative. In chapter two I
argued that the assumption of universality in symbols was
mistaken, and that we can no longer consider religious symbols
and texts normative in the traditional sense. We now have to
investigate further the claim in chapter one that religious
symbols can be ideological. If religious symbols ãre related
to culture, just how are they so related? Do they merely

express and rei-nforce particular culturesr or do they contain
ultimate elements as well? Onee we have established whether
religious symbols are merely cultural or whether they are both
cultural and ultimate, w€ can delve further into the implications of a political critique of religious symbols. In
particular, \rye can ask whether religious symbols can be made
accountable to politics without reducing symbols to expressions
of a political- belief divorced from any ultimacy'

Sociologists of religion have dealt at length with the
relationship between religion and culture. Geertz defines
cul-ture as:
an historically transmitted pattern of meani-ngs
embodied in symbols, a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic form by means of which
rnen communicate, perpetuate, and develop their
knowledge about año àttitudes toward 1ife. 'L4
Geertz's definition of culture fits nicely with that of
Peter Berger. Society for€-Beiger is coextensive with-what
or a socially constructed world of meaning'
he caIls a rer
The ordering of experience into manageable human meaning is

€

attempt to stave off anomi¿,. For Berger, societyrs
most important function is nomization, slnce human beings
seem to have an almost instinctual craving for meaning.
I need hardly belabor the point, but we should note that
that is, in defining what is humanly
the gos. is political
meaningful the nomos defines how human beings should live.
It stipulates certain styles of life as meaningful, and
implicitely judges other styles of life as unmeaningful.
Human beings came to be part of a perns by internalizing
its meaning. This is the põþcess of "socialization", in which
"the individual not only learns the objectivated meanings but
identifies and is shaped by them. He draws them into himself
and makes them his meanings."15 How are people coerced into
accepting these meanings? The answer is that meaning is a
collective product, not available outside of society. For
Berger, this is the real meaning of the assertion that human
beings are innately social. Bereft of meaning outside of
society, the individual assumesthose of society. This bestows
a reality on the individual's self-consciousness since "the
individual's own life appears as objectively real to himself
as well as to others¡ only as it j-s located within a social
world that itself has the character of objective rea1ity."16

the

human

Geertz makes the point that without such a system of
meaning embodied in symbols, human beings could not function:
The extreme generality, diffuseness' and variability
of man's innate...response capacities means that
without the assistance of cultural patterns he would
be functionally incomplete...a kind of formless monster with neither sense of direction nor power of
self -control. . . Iv1an depends upon symbols and
symbol systems with a dependence so great as to be
17
decisive for his creaturèIy viabi1itt...
Among the symbols which constitute culture are, of course,
religious symbols. Religj-ous symbols' are formally concerned
with an overarching or "ulIim-ate-" order, bta_. according- to.
Geerz they are congruent with what he ca11s a peoples'
the tone, character, and qtality of their life, its
"ethos
moral and aesthetic style and mood. "18
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In religious symbols (and practice) a culture's ethos is
synthesized with a culturers world view ( "the picture they
have of the way things in sheer actuality a"e")19 so that
no essential tension is felt between the two. Ithat the
culture is is projected as congruent with the ultimate order
in the universe:
In religious belief and practice a group's
ethos is rendered intellectually reasonable by
being shown to represent a way of life ideally
adapted to the actual state of affairs the world
view describes, while the world view is rendered
emotionally convincing by being presented as an
image of an actual state of affairs peculiarly
well-arranged to accomodate such a 1ife...
Religious symbols formulate a basi-c congruence between a particular style of lÍfe and a"
specif ic ( if , most of ten, implicit ) metaphys j-c,
each within the borrowed
and in doing so sustain '2O
authority of the other.
In terms of our analysis, Geertz is arguing that our
our political arrangements or ordering of
"style of 1ife,
is "rendered intellectually reasonabJ-e, through
daily life
its congruence with religious symbols. Religious symbols thus
emerge from our "ethos'r and then legitimate that ethos. The
effect of religious symbols is to sustaj-n a particular style
of 1ife. Religious symbols are thus necessarÍ1y conservative.
We understand through culture what it means to be human,
to be good, to be just, and because of that knowledge we are
become human as our culture defines that for us.
able to act
Religious symbols are a projection of that cultural understanding; they represent our belief that what we understand to be
true in society is ultimately true. As Berger puts it,
"Religion implies the farthest reach of man's self-externaliza-tion, of his infusion of reality with his own meanings.
Religion lmplies that human order is proiected into the
totality of being."24
22

Symbols are thus modqlS--l'of " and trfor'r reality.
Religious symbols depict what we believe the world to be, and
hence how we believe it should be. Both are congruent with

what, in culture, life is.
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Religious symbols are thus both coercive and conservative.
Coercive, beeause they impose upon the individual a realitv ,
labe11ed as ultimate, which is in fact merely social. As
Berger wrote, "The coerciveness of Society lies not in its
machineries of social control, but in its power to constitute
and to impose itself as realJ-ty ."23 Conservative, because by
orienting believers towards à reality which is coextensive
with cul-ture, religious symbols tend to maintain and conserve
culture in its present form, that is, they legitimate culture.
I{e might ask, why does culture need to employ religious
imagery as a bulwa¡k of its stability? Berger answer's this
by arguing that social-Lzatj-on is successful to the extent
that society is taken for granted:
It is not enough that the individual look upon
the key meanings of the social order as useful,
desirable, or right. It is much better (better,
that is, in terms of social stability) if he
looks upon them as inevitable, as part and parcel
of the universal Inature of things'. If that
can be achieved, the individual who strays
seriously from the socially defined progrâms can
be considered not only a fool or a knave, but a
madman. Subjectively, then, serious deviance
provokes lot only moral guilt but the terror of
iiadness .' 24
one might add to Berger's list that those who stray from
society's program can be considered heretics, and they can be
damned by society as offensive to God.
Despite the el_aborate machinery of social control, and
despite the thoroughness with which culture defines the world'
there are elements of experience which are not easily dealt
with within our understanding of the world. The threat of
these experiences is of awesome power, because they threaten
society's nomos; they raise the spectre of anomie, of
meaninglessness. Geertzz'
There are at least three points where chaos a tumult of events wh¿ch.lack not just-interpre-

threatens to break
his analytic
capacities, at the l j.mits of his powers of
endurance, and at the limits of his moral insight-'25

t ations but inte retabilit
m tso
a n upon man at the
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To make the case as clear as possible as it relates to
politics, we can understand an intimation that one is oppressed
to be such an example of chaos. For the perception of oppression is j-n faet a perception that the system of meaning that
one has received from society is not adequate to explain one I S
experience.

Berger argues that theology càn continue to legitimate
society through what he calls theodicyr26 or what Mary Daly
has ca1led, "The God of Explanation".2T Theodicy is the
legitimation of apparently anomic aspects of human life through
reference to a divine order in which they no longer appear
anomic. Sickness and death, for example, can be seen as
somehow ordained by divine pIan. More relevant to this papert
the unholiest of oppression can be legitimated as ordained by
God.

Religious symbols must be able both to affirm that these
irrationalities are interpretable while denyi-ng that they
threaten the culture's nomization of the world. Geettz describes
the problem as follows,
'The problem of meaning...is a matter of aff irming,
or at least recognizing, the inescapability of
ignorance, pain, and injustice on the human plane
whj-1e simultaneously denying that these irrationalities are characteristics of the world as a whole;
and it is in terms of religious symbolism, à
symbolism relating man's sphere of existence to à
wider sphere within which it is conceived to re1t, 2g
that both the affirmation and the denial are made. "t
This analysis 1s the basic reductionist argument. It
accounts fairly well for various aspects of religious symbolst
and it has powerful explanatory va1ue. It suggests, for
The theory
example, whV doctrine has evolved historically.
suggests that cu1tur41 change a change of "ethos'r - will
Iead to a change in religlon.
cultural evolution of a minor nature might well be
handled by doctrinal rath#-than symbolic cþanges. But
cultural evolution of a more significant nature would
necessitate changes in religious symbols. This appears to
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account for the evolution of Christianity ' which has experienced significant doctrinal changes over the past two
thousand years.
Moreover, the theory suggests that the longevity of
a set of religious symbols should be related to the flexibility
of those symbols. A very rigid "proiection" of cultural
meaning would be very fragile, because cultural evolution
(fueled by material factors of nothing else) would quickly
render such a projection obsolete. On the other hand, a set
of symbols which could accomodate changes in culture could be
quite stable over t j-me, and the Bible seems to meet this
crlterion. The diversity of conception which exists in the
Bible has been a great boon to the tradition, because various
strands of the Bible have been drawn on for i-nterpretation as
society has evolved.
The theory also suggests an explanation of why religious
symbols have to be viewed as authoritatj-ve. Without the
backing of authority, the relationship between religious
symbols and culture would be threatened. To stave off anomi4rel-igious symbols have to be believed. This is particularly
so j-n the case of theodicy. The fitting together of ethos and
world view is adequate for most elements of religious symbols'

but to explain away the "lurking irrealities" of life, belief
is neeessary, and the authority of traditional texts makes
that belief possible.
The reductionist position is of course a splendid
perspective from which to conduct a political critique of
religions. For a theologian commited to social change'
the reductionist analysis is a" foundation for critíci-zing
prevailing symbols as conservative and legitimating of what
such a person would construe as politieal oppression. To
make my analysis more concrete, I want to describe very
briefly such a critique, made by Mary Daly in Beyond God The
Father.29 I believe Daly'þoes beyond a reductionist
analysis, but she uses the tools of such an analysis in her
indictment of Christianity. I will present' without much
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editorial comment, what DalY has to say about the political
ramifications of Christian symbols' After doing that I will
return to evaluate her position and the position of reductionism in general.
Daly is a feminist. In ana]-yzing society her crucial
analytical framework is based on her perception of what she
calls a planetary sexual CaSte System whereby women have
"unequal access to goods, services, and prestige and to
physical and mental well-being."30 This exploitative caste
system is perpetuated by the consent of both the dominant sex
and its victims, à consent which is obtained through the
process of sex-role social j-zation. Through this largely
unconscious process both men and women come to perceive
sexist society as natural and non-exploitative'
lVomen I s 1ow caste status is often not perceived because
of certain features of patriarchal society which mask its
tÍo whereby the
existence. These include sex-role se
sexes see each other as equal but different; derivâ.tive-status '
whereby the chimerical social status which women have only
through thei-r assocj-ation with particular (powerful) nen
blinds them to their 1ow status as women, by câusing them to
see their status in relation to class distinctions relevant
among men; and ideolcjgies , which reinforce the false identities
\ryomen assume

under PatriarchY. 31

Her critique of Christianity begins with the assertion
that the nomizing of th world has been conducted in a sexist
society. It follows from this that religion (understood aS
"projection") legitimates patriarchy:
'It rvould be unrealistic to dismiss the fact that
the symbolic and linguistic instruments for
which include essentially the
communication
whole theological tradition in wprtd religions
have been formulated by males under the conditions
It is theref ore inherent j-n
of patriarchy.
theèe symbolic and 1ílrguistic structurcs that they
of patriarchal social arrangeserve the purposes
' '
Ããnt" .'32
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SpecificalIy, Daly begins her criticism of the legitimating
effects of theology with three assertions. First, that theologies using male symbolism for God legitimate patriarchy.
Second, that theologies explicitly proclaiming women's subordination to be God's will legitimate patriarchy. Third,
that patriarchy is legitimated by those theologians who do not
employ sexist symbols but who do not deal specifically with the
oppression of women.
The second point, that theologians who proclaim women I s
subotdinatj-on to be God's will support or legitj-mate patriarchy,
But this sort of legitimation
seems obvious and irrefutable.
is not widespread, today at least, and the bulk of Daly's
argument is not directed at this explicit support of patriarchy.
Her first point is more profound and hence more difficult
to evaluate. The use of mafe symbolism for God and for Christ
in the Christian tradition is considered by Daly to legitimate
patriarchy by making the idea of male domination plausj-ble in
the minds of women and men. As she puts it, "Exclusively male
symbolism for God, for the notion of divine 'incarnationr in
human nature, and for the human relationship to God reinforce
sexual hierarchy."3V In other words, a society accustomed to
male delties at the head of its religious hierarchies will not
find male leadership in the political sphere implausible.
Yet most theologians certainly do not mean by their usage
of the term God, for example, the divine patriarch of the
popular religious imagination. Daly's position here is that
symbols have both conceptual and literal meanings, meanings
which may even cl_ash, but which are not separable in the
religious imagination. In fact, the lj-teral meaning of the
symbol is in her view sometimes more important than the conceptual or abstract meaning. The literal meaning cannot be
ignored, because it is the literal meaning which makes a
symbol accessj-b1e. Symbols mediate between the political world
and the trans-historical r51igious world, and that mediation
will not occur if the symbol is perceived as alien in the
popular imagination. In the case of male symbolism for God she
argues that male symbolism for God made a great deal of Sense
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in patriarchal society, because it did not clash with the
political understanding of a patriarchal world. Dalyrs point
is that male symbolism which developed wlthin patriarchy noü'
reciprocally supports patriarchy by reinforcing the notion of
male domination. As she writes, and aS I quoted her earlier,
'images survive in the imaginati-on in such a way
that a person can function on two different and
contradictory levels at the same
even apþarently
-ttlus
one can speak of God as spirit and
time.
at the same time imagine him as belonging to the
male sex. Such primitive images can profoundÌy
affect conceptual-ízatio{rs which appear to be very
refined and ãbstraet. 3+
so whatever theologians think they are saying when they
use a symbol to represent an abstract theological concept t
they may be saying something quite different through the
literal meaning of the symbol itself.
She makes à similar criticism of symbolism in her interpretation of the !a11. Just as male symbolism for God
rei-nforces male domination in her viewr So also does female
symbolism for ev11 reinforce female guilt and compliance with
their own oppression. She admits that at an abstract level the
myth of the JalI is "an attempt to cope with the confusion
experienced by human beings trying to make sense out of the
I rf one
tragedy and absurdity of the human condition. "3
remains at this abstract interpretive-level one can make a case
that the meaning of this myth is not oppressive. Yet in
literal terms the story of the FalI is a projection of guilt
upon women; it is a myth not only about evil in an abstract
sense but also about what Daly calls patriarchy's myth of
"feminine evil". And this message, usually ignored i-n
interpretations of the FalI, is no less important than the
first.
"To summarize: theologians and scholars have failed
to contront the faet that in the myth of the Fal1 the medium
is the messags."3(D
The third waY that sÞ€rcharges theology. legit imat-es
patriarchal social arrangements is by ignoring the Problem of
sexism, and drawing attention away from the concrete struggles
of women in the Political sphere. This can be the case even
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the language, symbols, and assumptj-on of a theology are
basically non-sexist. In this vein she criticizes Whitehead,
James, Jaspers, and to a lesser extent Tillich, because their
theologies "soar beyond sexual hierarchy as a problem to be
confronted in the process of human becomin g."37 The problem
with this very abstract God-language is that by ignoring
patriarchy it rej-nforces patriarchyts status as rrnaturalrr,
as beyond the pale of criticism and political change. Since
the seeming naturalness of patriarchy is its strongest legitimation, to adopt a non-sexist theological language without
first exposing and criticizing patriarehy is indirectly to
affirm it.
I include the above argument for the sake of completeness.
It is not fully intelligible without understanding the intricacies of Dalyrs argument, which I do not have time for here.
She makes a reasonable case that the oppression of women
impedes religious experience by both men and women, and it is
within that context that the above argument is located.
Daly eloquently denounces what she ca11s the I'fa1se Gods"
or idols of theology, all of which legitimate patriar"fry.3S
One 1s the "God of Explanation"; this is the God of theodicy
which we have already discussed in relation to Berger, who
I'explains" political inequalities as part of "Godrs p1an".
A second is the "God who is judge". The role of God as judge
of sin legitimates sexism in the political sphere by adding
guilt and "demonic insecuri-tyrr to the political obstacles
women face in rejecting patriarchy. As long as political
deviance can be stamped as a "transgression against the divine",
critical political thinking is terrifying and difficult;
insofar as theologies reinforce this attitude they reinforce
sexism. The last "idolrr is the "God of Otherworldliness".
"Otherworldliness" is the idea that spiritual fulfillment
Daly argues, followand justice only occur in the afterlife.
ing Simone de Beauvoir, ttÍtt women have been the chiefconsumers of this idea, since for women justice seems entirely
unavailable 1n this life; all hope focuses on the next. In
when
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essence, the God of Otherworldliness, like the God of Explana-

that injustice in the world is insignificant,
We should pause here to review Daly's argument. She is
saying that a variety of concepts and symbols of Christianity
contribute to the mai-ntenance of patriarchy by providing
religious legitimation for it. This legitimation is principaI1y a matter of creating religious systems which make the
political domination of men plausible; that is, systems which
serve to reinforce the idea that patriârchy is natural, and
that the world is essentially as it should be. The genesis
of these theological systems is neither accidental nor the
fruit of a conspiracy by theologians. Instead it is the extension into theology of a system of values which exists in the
political sphere. In brief, the emphasis on male leadership and
domination, the emphasis on hierarchy, the emphasis on the
i-ndividual, and the insistence that religious fulfillment
implies denying the material wortA;31 all these are highly
valued in the political world because they are the ctraracteristics of male roles in society. In a society where men and
women play different roles because of rigid sex-role socialization, and where the male roles and values implicit within them
are normative, theology reflects those male values and that
male world-view such that it reinforces or legitimates male
It is not important whether this was
dominance politicaIly.
conscious on ine part of theologians or not. It is J.mportant,
however, that we now become conscious of the legitimating
function of these religious ideas so that we can subject
theology to the same examination that we give to other aspects
of society.
Daly attacks Christian morality as hypocritical. While
theologians and other powerful men are living lives which
j-nclude power and domination, Says she, they are eulogizing a
moral ideal which is appropriate to and part of the lives of
the subservient; and for Daly..the subservielt are wome-n. As
she puts it, "the traditional morality of our culture has Seen
'feminine' in the sense of hypocritically ff"f izing some of
the qualities imposed upon the oppressed."'-

tion, tel1s

women
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Another way of looking at this is to remember Berger's
model. Daly's position is that women have been "internalizers
par excellenc€", that male theologians have "externalized" a
moral ideal which has been internalized and lived in the subservient lives of women.47 According to Daly, that moral

ideal has one-sidedly emphasized charity, meekness, obediance,
humility, self-abnegation, sacrifice, and se"vi"e.42
Daly crj-ticizes the "scapegoat syndrome", whereby becoming
a victim as did Christ, is seen as a moral goa1.43 She argues
that an ideal of vi-címization legitimates the vicimization of
women. Similarly she criticizes the passive ethic of Christianity, arguing that for women passive attitudes reinforce
their oppression and thwart politieal actJ.vlty.44
DaIy makes one other point about the politically legitimating effects of Christian morality which is worth mentioning.
That is the failure of the Christian ideal to confront social
structure as a moral question. She claims that Christian
morality "is always privatjzed and lacking a specific social
context...the structures of oppression âre left uncriticized."4S
DaIyrs analysis is very interesting, but it raises some
difficult problems. In chapter one I argued that a political
analysis of symbols is appropriate if religious symbols bear
political mqaning. Daly's analysis demonstrates that such an
analysis can be fruitful; it can lead us to be self-conscious
about the ways that Christian symbols and doctrine legitimize
patriarchy. The question we have now to address is this: So
what if religious symbols legitimize patriarchy? Is opposition
to patriarchy a sufficient basis for discarding Christian
symbols? Can one's autonomously derived political commitments
be sufficient guides for religious construction? Vlhat about
right-way fundamentalism, for example? If Christian fundamentalists \ryere self-conscious about the political meaning of Christian
symbols, couldn't they offer their assent to the political status
quo independently of religi-ouS symbols and then use their'
political commitments as an argument for retaining Christian
symbols in thej-r present form? The probl-em is that we have no
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objective standard by which to judge which political structures
are better than others, and hence no way to judge which religious symbols are better than others.
There are several paths one might follow in attempting to
resolve this dilemna. The first possibility is to accept a
thoroughly reductionist position, and argue that Christian
symbols are not oppressive (which is a moral judgement implying
the existence of a.n objective good) but rather outmoded.
That is, one could argue that religious symbols are merely
ref,leetions of our cultural arrangements, and that since cultural
arrangements are undergoing a radical changer our religious
symbols should change as wel1. The change in religious symbols
would thus be a product of cultural change with no ultimate
significance.
ThiS reductlonist argument is very problematie. First of
all, it does not account well for social change. why is it,
after aI1, that cultures do indeed change? With religious
symbols and culture irrevocably linked, cultural evolution has to
be conceived as outside that circle of mutual reinforcement for
The most plausible theory of historical change
stability.
within the theory would have to be something non-human. Changes
in the material world could thus create changes in human experience which would eventually show up in cultural symbols'
including religious symbols. This materialj-st conception of
hi-story is of course the foundation of lfarx's work, and l'[arxrs
theory of historical materialism includes an analysis of
religion which parallels in many respects the reductionist
position.
Materialist conceptions of history are problematic because
they deny the power of human beings to shape the wor]d. They
seem to relegate human beings to the limited role of world
namers, rather than world shapers. Within the theory human
beings àr.e seen as products of a culture which is itself the
product of material condiffürib.
The reductionist position thus implicitely denies the
possibility of human freedom. Without the ability to step
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outside hj.storical determinism and act to change culture, human
freedom cannot be meaningful. At that point why bother trying
to anal-yze religious symbols and change them? The political
analysis of religion would seem within a reductionist framework
to be entirely irrelevant.
There are alternatives, however, to the reductionist
argument. One could argue that, ideally speaking, religious
symbols should only be about ultimate truth. In this case the
politicã1 analysis of Christian symbols would argue not that
those symbols are bad because they àTe oppressi-ve, but rather
The ideal
bad because they have a political content at all.
religious symbol in this case would be politically neutral.
But this afternative to reductionism has its own problems. First,
it assumes what the political critique of symbols attempts to
disprove, i.e. that people can meaningfully divide their lives
into the sacred and the mundane, with no overlap at all. It
would assume that religious symbols would have no meaning in
That, I believe, is neither possible nor
day to day life.
desireable. It is not possible because symbols depend on culture
for their viability as symbols; without some relation to ordinary
life symbols would be implausible and unmeaningful, they would
be the religious equivalent of à foreign language which we do
not understand. It would be undesireable because it is the
relation to ultimate truth which gives daily life its meaning.
To argue for religious symbols which had no relation to political
life would be to deny any ultimate significance to daily life.
To resolve this problem the political theologian has to
argue that there is a standard for objective truth which is
outside the circle formed by the mutual legitimation of religious
symbols by culture and of culture by religious symbols. The
theologian has to argue that within either culture or religion
there is a disruptive element which makes cultural change and
religions development possible. This disruptive element, I have
argued, cannot merely be cþanging material c_onditions,-or it
would not have any ultimate significance.
There a;re, I believe, two candidates for such a àisruptive
element. One candj-date could be religious symbols themselves.
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Religious symbols could be seen to contain a definition of
universal truth which would reveal to us that current political
arrangements are unjust. This would not necessarily mean that
religious symbols do not legitimize current political arrangements; the political critique could sti1l stand. It would
imp1y, however, t}nat religious symbols are multivalent and not
reducible to t'projection".
A second possibility would be some experience in the world
which was not reducible to cultural experience. If there were
i.e., not culturally dependent
the possibility of direct
experience of truth in the world, that experience could provide
an objective standard for truth by which to judge whether
political arrangements were unjust and hence would furnish a
basis for a nonarbitrary political critique of religious
symbols. Of course such an immedj-ate experience of "ultimate
it would be
truth" would be what we commonly call "religious"
à "revelatj-on". Moreover, if a direct experience of universal
truth were possible, such truth would be part of our experience
If direct experience of
and would be part of our "proiection".
truth is possible, in other words, religious symbols must contain
elements which reflect that experience.
Either way that one looks at it one achieves the same
result. Religious symbols must have some ultimate significance
which is not reduceable to a projection of social structure.
It is the standard set by those "ultimate" elements in religious
symbols which must be our guide in determining that which is
just in the world. And that standard of justice, applied to
other elements of religious symbols (those which are projections
of soci-aI structure) can be a basis for a political critique of
symbols which is not merely "po1itica11¡"' but eJso theologica1ly important. Such a critique could then offer us àn
argument for changing biblical symbols which was based on the
real meaning of those symbols; it would a11ow us to accept the
authority of biblical symþpIs. in relation to their content
without accepting biblical authority as normative for their form.
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must look again, then, àt religious symbols, to see
whether there a"Te elements of those symbols which are ultimately
true. To be ultimately true, those elements must by definition
not legitimate specific cultural arrangements; they must not be
merely projections of human social structure. If we can find
such elements we càn accomplish two objectives. We can show
that a sj-mp1e form of the reductionist argument is not tenable.
And we can derive a standard for justice which will a1low us to
eritici,ze prevailing social arrângements as well as those
elements of religious symbols which refl-ect prevailing social
We

arrangements.

Our ordinary understanding is that understanding which
emerges in culture. It is the product of cultural judgements,
and reflects the understanding of the world shared by members of
society. The universal el-ements of religious symbols must thus
be those elements which threaten that understanding of the
world. The uni-versal elements must describe an order i-n the

world which is different from our cultural order.
The universal elements of religJ-ous symbols, f would argue,
are those elements I discussed earlier when speaking of the
problem of theodicy. In Christian symbols we find descriptions
of God which place God outside our system of ordinary meaning.
in our
Berger argued that there r'r¡ere lurking "irrealities"
cultural experience, such as suffering, which threaten our
cultural understanding because they are not interpetible within
the imagining of such
it. He argued that through theodicy
these irrealities are explained
irrealities as "God's planrr
without threatening cultural understanding. This function of
God is thus especially conservative with regard to culture:
experience which emerges and threatens culture is not allowed
to express itself in the cultural nomos proper, but instead is
treated as aberrent or non-understandable, while being subsumed
within the system by being explained as part of God's enigmatic
€- ''
presence in the world.

But there is a problem with this God of theodicy. The God
of theodicy relativizes human understanding by showing us that
such understanding is incomplete. The God who sends floods upon
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the earth may be sufficiently inexplicable to be an explanation
of "lurking irrealities", but if God is inexplicable then by
definition cultural understanding is not fina1. The God of
Explanation thus undermÍnes the God who, in the reductionist
view, is merely â proiection of the human nomos. It is not
rea1ly possible to accept God as enigmatic and relativizing
while attributing to God merely cultural meaning. If God
reall-y is not graspable, then attempts to name God as the bearer
of cultural meaning are not tenable; the God labeled omnipotent'
omniscient, transcendent, and inexplicable relativizes the
meaning which cultur,e proiects onto God.
In other words, the reductionist argument cannot ho1d.
The explanation of theodicy is perhaps partially true, but the
images of God which the theodicy argument attempts to explain
are not reduceable to theodicy. If we accept that ultJ-mately
God is in control of the universer w€ cannot attribute to God's
if the enigmatic God is a
plan only "lurking irrealities";
force in the universe, then our nomos is no longer ultimately
true, our understanding of meaning in the world is no longer an
adequate understanding. Gary Greenberg46 adduces as an example
of the God who declares the settled meaning of culture inadequate
the following passage from Ezekiel:
"You shall know that I am the Lord God. Because Vêâr
because they Ifalse prophets] have misled my people'
saying 'Peace' when there is no peace; and becauset
when the people build a wal1, these prophets daub it
with whitewash; say to those who daub it with whitewash that it shall fall ! There will be a" deluge of
rain, great hailstones wj-l1 fa11, and a stormy wind
will break out; and when the wall falIs, will it not
be saj-d to you, 'Where is the daubing with which you
daubed it?'"
IEzekiel 13: 9-72]
There is no peace begpuse the meaning of experience cannot
be reduced to our cultural understanding. We cannot live the
settled lj-ves of our roles in social Ftructure, which society
presents to us as meaningful, because all around us there is à
world which is not reducea'uie"to simple meaning. We are wont,
however, to accept the simplersuperficial meaning provided
parti-cipation in a rigidly defined social structure, and to
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forget that such roles are not ultimately meaningful. The
images of God in our religious symbols remind us that our
cultural definition of meaning is not sufficient, because
culture alone cannot sustai-n or explain experience. Culture is
cont ingent , it cannot of itself provide for ultimate meaning and
understanding
The 'rultimate" images of God in the Bible repeatedly
relati-vi.,ze culture by showing that culture cannot be the
ultimate provider of meaning. Human experience is not reduceable to culture, because culture is incomplete without God.
Again, following Greenberg, I cite a passage from nzekl.e1:47

"At birth, the very day you were born there was no
one to cut your navel-stringr or wash you in
cleansing water... No one leaned kindly over you
to do anything like that for you. You were
exposed in the open fields r Vou \ryere as unloved as
that on the day you were born. I (Yahweh) saw you
and I
struggling in your blood as I was passing,
said to you as you lay in your blood: rl,ive and
grow like the grass of the fields"'
[16: 4-71
The two examples in Ezekiel are just two among many in the
Bib1e. Other excellent examples might be the Book of Job and
the story of Abraham and Isaac. In Kierkegaard's interpretation
of the story of Abraham4S *. find Abraham acting in direct
opposition to any cultural understanding of ethics; we are
to1d, in effect, that to foIlow God we must not accept as
normative what culture offers us as a definition of truth and
justice.
The image of ultimate truth which is presented in the
Bible is thus of a truth which is beyond simple human comprehension. The meani-ng provided to us by society is thus not

ultimately true. In important respects, then, our religious
symbols tell us that culture is not ultimately normative;
religious symbols implicitely provide. for the possibility that
this society is not the only kind of society in which one could
1ive, and for the possibil+ty..that the deflnition of the
individual provided by society (as male or female, bricklayer or
execut ive ) is not ultimately meanin gfu1.
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The empiripal question relating to the reductionist argument
is how this tension in religious symbols is resolved in the under-

standing of believers. If believers take seriously the relativizíng aspects of religious symbols, then the reductionist
argument is not correct. If, on the other hand, they do not
consider those aspects existentially, and instead focus on the
aspects of religÍous symbols which confj.rm and reflect the
ordinary understanding of the world which is embodied in social
structure, then the reductionist argument would be an apt

description of religion.
It
imnortant to rea]- ize that the ability of reLativizing
- - ¡i is.
¡¿latclvizê
symbo 1 s f,may depèn d somew$;u;!r,ll do ct r j--n e .,o,"11.. i n aL ar gumen t s
'
naèpectsÏformally -"beyond culture.
may place
For example, the "utterly transcendent" God can be interpreted
in two ways, and the hermaneutics one applies wil-1 determine
which view one adopts. God can be "transcedent" in a formal
sense if the meaning of God is taken to be unrelated,to culture.
aS "otherwordly" in this case, and God'S
God would be
""ett
relativizing of culture would not be seen as à threat to cultural
meaning. In effect, God would be placed in a" context separate
from culture, and cultural understanding would be presumed
sufficient within culture. In the second wâV¡ God would be seen
aS transcendent, but not "otherwordly", and God would relativize
culture in the sense that people would feel a lack of ultimacy
in the meaning embodied in cultural social structure. God j-n
this sense is transcendent but what he transcends is not culture
(for God is "in the world") but the limited view of the world
which is the meaning of culture. God would then be "in the world
but not of the world", and the inadequacy of cultural distinctions
would be felt existentiallyr otr a day to day basis. The function
of God woul-d thus be a transformation of understanding leading
to a tension in everyday life between the necessary investment
of meaning in social roles and à constant awareness that those
roles did not carry ultimatg Teqniug. The former hermeneutic
teads to the "God of Explanation" or God of-Theodicy; the latter
leads to a God who by nature cannot "explain" or legitiriìate
cuLture because God is radically unknowable and radically not
-

culture. The former hermeneutic leads to a reductionist roie
for religious symbols; the latter hermeneutic does not.
To understand more fu11y the aspects of religious symbols
and rituals which relativize cultural meaning, 1et us look
briefly at the work of Victor Turner. Turnerrs work suggests
that religion cannot legltimate any single historical culture'
because religion has essentially to do with â mode of relationship
in culture which is in radical tension with any specific set of
social-structural arrangements.
his view religion cannot project
Turner is no reductionist. ln?r.ùaln
Íot¡s al
and then reciprocally legltimateïäu-fturê'because culture itself
contains elements which cal1 into question the social-structural
arrangements ("sty1es of life") which are preserved and legitimated in the reductionist view. He believes that there are two
modes of relationship j-n society which are radically opposed'
He thus denies that culture means only social structure' In
denying this identification he denies that persons relate to one
another only as embodiments of social positions, and he posits
the existence of another mode of relationship where persons
relate to each other as "concrete, historical, idiosyncratic
individuals" .49
This second mode of relationshipr communitas, is linked
in his view to anti-structure. "For me, communitas emerges
where social- structure is not. "50 Liminality is the plunge into
anti-structure which occurs (in his cases) in tribal rites of
Ê

passage.

These rites of passage, "accompany every change of place
state, social position, and agsr'.51 Turner aggregates these
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terms and calls them "statês", or "any type of stable or recurrent condition that Ís culturally recognized."S2 Following
van Gennup, Turner sees these transitiOns between states as
marked by three phases: separation, margin, and åggregation.
In the central liminal period- the person is "stateless" or

outside social structure.
Thus arj-se two models of society, juxtaposed and alternating;
the first of society as a stable social structure or "superorganic
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arrangement of parts or positions that continues...through time;

the second, "which arises recognizabl-y in the liminal period, is
of society as an unstructured or rudimentarily structured and
relatively undifferentiated communitas".S4 Unlike structure
which exj-sts accross time, and which is "fixed"r communitas is
rooted in the present moment; it is the product of "men in their
wholeness who1ly attending".55
The liminal period is an actual physical fact in rites of
passage. The neophyte is set in a place apart, and often acts
out symbolically the lack of structure which defines the stateless position; the neophyte is equal to other neophytes' sexless'
propertyless, kinless, without rank, silent, and statuslet".51
In the ritual, then, the neophyte "acts out" anti-structure, and
experiences communitas.

Liminality for Turner has a pedagogical role, in that it
shows the neophyte that the generic human bond of communitas is
In liminality the neophyte comes
prior to socj-al distinction.
to understand that the status of a soci-al role is not ultimate,
and that high office in the society neither makes one "better"
than others nor allows one to abuse the low1y; the chief must
aet always with the knowledge that essentially he is no different from his lowlY subjects:
"The pedagogics of liminality, thereforer represent
a condemnation of two kinds of separation from the
generic bond of communitas. The first kind is to
act onty in terms of the rights conferred on one by
the incumbency of office in the social structure.
The second is to follow oners psychobiological
uïges at the expense of one's fellows."56
But communitas is more than merely pedagogical. It is
always taken to be holy, "poésibly because it transgresses or
dissolves the norms that govern...relationships and is accompanied by experiences of an unprecedented potency. (It) often
appears to f lood (its) subiects with af fect".57 Thus commuiritas
it is a natural part
acquires a paradoxical double character:
-soc:-at
dialêctic, yet it is
of the structur e/anti-strrfiure
ho1y, and hence to be sought. This second aspect is responsible
for the "permanently 1iminaI" lives which are so*1htin monasteries,
where structure and anti-structure are not linked, and where
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anti-structure is sought to the exclusion of structure.
A curious tension exists in the structure/anti-structure
relationship. On the one hand, the experience of anti-structure
affirms a generic bond between human beings which is prior to
social
structural differentiation into roles identified with
one's sex, class, occupationalr or age. In this pedagogical
role the experience anti-structure thus ensures that society as
a whole will remain "of a piece" even as the meaning of day to
day life for members of society is differentiated.
It ensures
that in becoming a bricklayer I will not so identify with the
social-structural meaning of bricklaying that I lose sight of
the larger context within which that individual meaning is
placed. If I do lose sight of that larger context the fabric of
community would be threatened, and in the long run the socialstructural system of my culture will be threatened. So
affirming anti-structure, strangely, is necessary to the
sustaining of structure.
On the other handr âs Turner points out, in anti-structure
the neophyte becomes à "tabula-rasa", and neophytes interact
j-n an idosyncratic manner which is not dependent on any single
culture or set of social-structural arrangements. This liminal
period, f would argue, is ful1 of potential for many different
types of social-structural arrangements. It thus relativizes
in am important sense not just the individual's meaning drawn
from his or her social-structural role, but also the socialIt should 1ead, I would think, to a
structural system itself.
profound doubt about the ultimacy of any culture's socialstructural system. The experience of liminality would thus seem
to relativize culture itself, and provi-de an objective perspective from which one could critíci-ze social structure.
Now, back to the problem of whether relativizing symbols
actually relativize culture. The interesting thing about rites
of passage in Turner's work is that they are rituals; the
experience of liminality, "àãd"the relativizing.of cultural
meanl-ng, occurs in practice. fn rites of passage one does not
formulate ultimate meaning symbolically; instead, one physically
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enters a world where cultural meani-ng is relativized, and in
doing so one experiences ultimate meaning existentially.

Today, in the west, religious ritual is no longer the
defining focus of religious life. To be "religious" is to
accept authoratative texts, That is to sâV, we attempt to
express through texts what is ultimately true. Now this is à
very difficult thing to do. To be ultimately true the authoritative texts have to express anti-structure; yet to be meaningful
they have to express anti-structure in the linguistic and
symbolic vocabulary of a certain culture. That is, they have
to express in terms emerging from structure a" content which is
pure anti-structure.

This is the problem of form and content, to which I
alluded some pages earlier. It would appear to be imposslble
to express i-n understandable human terms a truth which is
beyond human i.nterpretation. The terms of a culture cannot
express directly à truth which is beyond culture.
This problem with symbols can lead us to understanding the
reductionist analysis more adequately. It can show us, moreovert
why the political critique of theological symbols has theological
Fina1ly, it càn help us to understand the ultimate
validity.
truth which is embodied in religious texts and symbols, and then
a1low us to derive from that crj-teria for symbolic adequacy and
political justice. I will address these issues in the next
sect ion

.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The reductionist argument, in its strongest form, states
that religious symbols 8jTe "merely" proiections; lt states, in
religious
essence , t¡at there are no trans-historical elements in
symbols. I have argued that religious symbols cannot be understood this simplistically, because there a're elements of religious
symbols which relativJze cultural meaning and, by shôwing us that
cultural understanding is incomplete, point beyond culture'
and the
Nevertheless, symbols are culturally specific
reductionist argument would thus seem to be at least partially
correct. Religious symbols, to be understood within a culture
and to be the focus of devotion for a culture, must emerge from
culture and assume a form which is ,recognízab}e and plausible
within the cultural nomos. The form of religious symbols, since
it emerges from culture, probably does legitimate culture' The
form of religious symbols may reinforce prevailing socialstructural- arrangements even as the ultimate content of those
symbols points beyond culture and ca1ls it into question'
The form of religious symbols is thus adaptable to the
reductionist position, whil-e the content of the symbols is not'
see
Remembering Daly's critique of christian symbols, wê can
this tension cIearly. "God the Father" is imaged as transcendent
and uninterpretable within a framework of ordinary truth' The
all-powerful God is not confinabfe to the simple meaning of
culture. ,,God the Father" thus implicitely declares cultural
meaning to be i-ncomplete, and forces us to look outside culture
for ultimate meaning. This religious content is thus non-reductionist.
Yet the particular metaphor chosen to express this religious
insight is clearly a product of culture. Many different possibilities exist for ways to express God's power and ultimacy;
yet the christian tradition has chosen the metaphor of "the
Father,, to express the complex meaning which is God' "The
Father,, is an image which communicates to us the need for obedience, the inappropriatenes's of challenge to'God's auth-ority, the
sense that it is ultimately "God from whom all good thÍ-ngs come" '
It is an apt metaphor in many respects r. vet it seems incontestable
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to me that the image of God as Father implicitely legitimates the
power of fathers in everyday life.
The image of the all-powerful
God the Father makes the power of ordinary fathers, i,e., men,
plausible. It quel1s whatever intimations rüe may have that the
power of men in daily life may be too extensive and unjust.
In à certain sense, the ideal religious symbol would not
contain this clash between form and content; ideally speaking,
a perfect religious symbol would have no political content at
all. But as I argued earlier, the form of à symbol is necessarily legitimating of the culture from which it comesr so a
non-political symbol would not be possible. Moreover, as I
also argued earlier, if daily life is to be meaningful, religious
symbols should have political meaning a political meaning
consistent with ultimate truth. To crj-ticLze symbols from a
political perspective we must thus first come to a better underand
a" definition of sorts
standing of ultimate truth
then derive from that definition its political corollary. At
that point we will be able to judge whether the political
critique has theological significance.
The odd thing about trying to define ultimate truth is that
ultimate truth is necessarily undefineable. As our discussion
of form and content above suggests, the definition in language
of ultimate truth, Iike the form of religious symbols, necessarily
reflects cultural meaning, not ultimate meaning. Reason simply
what is ultimately
cannot define that which is ultimately true
- good
and bad,
true is necessarily beyond our distinctions of
just and unjust, even ultimate and non-ultimate.
The ultimate truth expressed in religious syrnbols is thus,
in a" strange wâyr not expressed at all. The "ultimate" content
of religious sym bols is negative ; it tells us that ultimate
truth is not this, not that. The inadequacy of language is all
too evident here, for if we succeed in naming God then our naming
is necessarily incomplete.
Ultimate truth .untoiie-expressed, so in a certain sense
no religious text has itself the character of ultimacy. Instead,
ultimate truth has to be understood as a characteristic of
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experience. Experience càn contaj-n paradoxes which are j.nexpressible in language and symbols. This, by the way, is probably
why religious texts so often are in narratj"ve form. In a story
or parable we can express paradox, and the fullness of experience,
because stories are full of characters who, like all human beings,
are not bound by the laws of logical consistency. Through
religious stories we can come to understand through our
identification with a" story's characters
relig aous expertence

which is not defineable in a rational manner.
To understand what ultimate truth might mean on an experiential- levelr w€ have to look at what it means to take
seriousl¡z the God who relativizes.
Accepting that our normalhuman understanding of the world is not ultimately meaningful
leaves us in a curious position. We are at once without meaning
(for our normal meanj-ng has been shown to be insufficient) and
yet desperately in need of meaning. In a fundamental sense we
exi-st i-n a moment before the imposition of meaning on the world;
we are litera11y present at the creation.
A search for meaning at this level has a dangerous threat
lurking within it. Since, having percelved the inadequacy of
..tftnrrl meaning, we are in a world without meaningr w€ run the
risk of adopting as a resolution of our dilemna
Nihilism can take two forms, both of which are fatal to religion.
One possibility would be the utter nihilism of accepting
To accept meaninglessness
meaninglessness in the world as final.
is to reject life; it is to succumb to a despair which is
ultimate, a despair which can only culminate in madness or death,
The rejection of .this kind of nihilism is the first aspect of
what ultimate truth must mean on the level of experience. I
believe this is what Tillich had in mind in The Courage To Be
rejecting nihilism requires an existential courage which is
central to living a life which is really ultimate. I hasten to
add the obvious. which is that not taàing meaninglessness is an
insufficient resolution of the problem. Not_ to face nihilism
is to accept as ultimate merely cultural meaning; it is to
accept as ultimate the merely superficial aspects of daily life.
This may be the real meaning of the familiar argument that there
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r or the perception of
profound meaninglessness, is necessary if its resolution through
faith is to significant.
A second kind of nihilism is the denial of any ultimate or
objective meaning in the world. This kind of nihilism is aLl
too common in the United States today. It finds its definition in
a tadJ-cal individualism in which one adopts as à standard for
truth only oneself. Nihilism of this type leads to ethical
relatj-vism, within which judgements of truth have no ultimate
validity because they are merely individual. The oft-quoted
Line, "You do you thing, I'11 do mine", while seemingly respectful of others, is actually profoundly disrespectful of others,
because it expresses a belief that ultimately other persons are
unnecessary and irrelevant. Itloreover, this kind of individualism
is ultj-mately unfulfilling and unsatisfactory because it provides
no social context within whieh we can find significance for life.
Strictly speaking, without others there is no meaning; the two
aspects of nihilism are actually the same.
If \rye reject nihilism, we must accept somethin yet to reach
this point of deeision we have already rejected the cultural nomos
as inadequate. I think that there are two poles to the resolution
of our problem. First r w€ accept that despite our rejection of
simple cutural and historical meaning, some meaning does exist.
This is what we mean by faith, what Tillich meant by his
def inition of faith as ultimate .o.r.u"rr.58 This requires the
existential courâge I spoke of earlier. It is the acceptance
of the most profound paradox imaginable: a" simultaneous
rejection of what passes for meaning in culture and an act of
faith that despite that rejection meaning does exist, and in
fact is critical to fu1l human life. This aspect of ultimate
truth is somewhat expressible in religious symbols. We find in
the Bib1e, for example, a God characterized as loving and
concerned, a God who promises fulfillment if we will only "return"
to God. In essence, these characterizationq of God tel1 us that
there is ultimate meaning in the wor1d, and that understanding
But just what that
that meaning is vital to our fulfillment.
meaning is cannot be expressed programatically.
càn be no faith without doubt

doubt
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The second aspect of our resolution of this problem is

found in our relation to others. Ultimate truth as part of
experience means rejecting the nihilism of meaninglessness and
of individualism, and accepting the possibility of meaning. The
only source of a content for that meaning other human beings,
other members of the community. Finding a. content for ultimate
meaning implies looking to others and seeing not male or female,
rich or poor, 1ow1y or powerful, but rather 'rconcrete, historical,
idiosyncratic individuals".59 What we find when we look to
others for meaning is what Buber called "men in their wholeness
wholly attending".60

Truth is thus a particular way of being in the world, à
mode of 1Íving I will call radj-cal openness. IVithin this
perspective there is no \ryay to express simply ultimate truth;
there is just a way of living which is consonant with the
experience of truth. In essence, it is not texts or symbols
which are true, but practice, and texts and symbols have a
derivative truth of sorts only if they push us towards radical
openness. Gutierrez put it better than I when he wrote:
"In this 1ight, the understanding of the faith appears
as the understanding not of the simple affirmation
almost memorizatlon of truths, but of a commitment, 67
an overall attitude , a particular posture towards life. "
We could raise the question of whether there is, in fact,
any content to radical openness. I belleve there is. In
radical openness, as we encounter other persons and the world,
Beingr or the wholewe experience Being prior to distinction.
reduction of
ness of life, is present where our artificial
is not. In
life
into this and that, good and bad, etc.
the absence of the finiteness which we impose on experience,
and upon others, to make life mânageable, infinity is revealed.
Everything is possible in the worId, and the creativity which
defines human life can unfold without. bounds. In his Theology
of Culture , Tillich describes this experience as the depth
€dimension of ti-te.62
Radical opennessr âs a posture towards 1ife, is what in
standard terminology we might call self-transcendence. lTe
---
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transcend ourselves through radical openness because we adopt a.
perspective where the meaning of life, the standard for action in
the world, and even the definition of the se1f, is found in
concert with others to whom we look without judgement for their
participation in the creation of meaning. We look to others and
see nothing
because in radical openness u¡e are prior to
meaning but we also see everything, because we encounter
another. Buber dlscusses this extensively in f and Though
where he locates meaning as between, and as accessible only
through open encounter with other persons. He argues that the
wholeness of others (and of ourselves) can be experienced only
through aetive receptivity, throug h not projecting meanin g onto
another prior to encounter: "On1y when... (the other) is no
longer a phenomenon of my I, but instead is my Tho( , do I
experience. . .the irrefragable genuineness of mutuality. "63

truth is perceived to be radical openness, a posture
towards l-ifer we see that there is no valid separation between
If the sacred and the profane
ordinary life and religious life.
are distinguishable, it is only because radical openness is so
difficul-t to maintain, and the tendency to lapse into a" settled
world of meaning is constantly present. As the Grand Inquister
argu ed in The Brothers Karamazov , w€ are all too eager to accept
peace and even death as alternatives to freedom and responsi-bilWhen

itv.
responsibility are the issue, after all. Since
religion is not a phenomenon apart from ordinary 1ife, but
rather a particular posture towards ordinary life, ultimate
truth has everything to do with action in the world. When we
are radically openr wê have put aside the non-ultimate meaning
of culture and reason, and in doing so we have put aside the
world of ethics: we are in a moment of decision, yet we are in
a world without ethical models. There is no way to 1ay out in
objective form what i-s ultimately right, Vet 1n any situation
there is a right thing to.,Co. The content of that ethical
command must emerge anew in each situation; the ethical becomes
not universal but i-deosyncratic, depending on the Other for
definition rather than upon universal ethical rules. All we know
Freedom and

€

of ethics prior to encounter through radical openness is that our
action is important. Ethics, in other words, means responsibility for othersr oD whom the l-ife of eneounter depends. Bultmann
describes the issue well:
r'[Jesus has no doctrj-ne] of duty or the good. It is
sufficient for a man to know that God has placed him
under the necessity of decision in every concrete
situation in life, in the here and now. And this
means that he himself must know what is required of
him... Man does not meet the crisis of decision
armed with a. definite standard; he stands on no firm
base, but rather alone in empty space...64
This definition of ethics, incidentally, càn help us to
understand the tension which seems to be present in religious
literature between freedom and obedience. Freedom, in normal
language, means acting freely as an individual. Freedom in
ordinary terms is a good, while obedience is assocj-ated with
tyranny and is an unmitigated evil. In radical openness we find
a paradoxical conflation of the two terms. When we are radically
openr w€ are obedient: obedient to the demands of the moment,
and to the needs of others. Our own sense of what is right is
put aside, and we act as we are compelled to acti in Christian
termsr wê obey God's command. But this obedience bri-ngs with it
a profound freedom from the tyranny of the ego and from the halfmeanlng which is rational ethics. We act through obedience in a
context which is truly infinite and rich with meaning, and we are
free to act in the light of experience as it is revealed to us in
its richness and depth, however paradoxical that may be in
ordinary terms.
It is time now to return to our discussion of politics.
I argued earlier that for a political critique of theology to be
theologically sound, it must be part of a political analysis
which is derived from ultimate truth. Only such an "ultimateil
political analysis could be a basis for theological critique;
in the absence of such ultimacy,
theological
"o.r"t"rr.ting
symbols according to polit.ical criteria would not transcend
reductionism. We are now in a position to define a set of
political commitments consistent with ultimate truth.

€

Ultimate truth, I have argued, is that which we come to
understand existentially when we adopt the true practice of
radical openness. A similar argument has to be made for a
definition of political justice which can be normative in à
critique of religlous symbols. Justice, to be ultimate, cannot
be reduced to a simple set of standards by which we can judge
social structures to be good or bad. In an ultimate sense there
is no simple definition of justice; there is, however ¡ àD
ultimate criterion by which we can judge societ5z. That criterion is whether social structure satisfies the conditions for
the experience of ultimate justice.
What we must ask
We cannot ask whether is society just.
instead i-s whether society is conducive to the creation of
justice. Justice (i.e., truth) et',erges when the members of
society are brought into encounter with one another in a mode
prior to the definition of social structure. The standard for
justice is thus the existence (or lack thereof) of modes of
mutual recognition which are not social-strucgflral. Insofar as
we recognize others as embodiments of social structure, our
j-nteraction with them in the political sphere of everyday life
the
will lack ultimacy. Obviously, the ideal society
would have no social structure and
ultimately just society
persons would j-nteract as whole persons, undefined by structural
roles. It would be pure anarchyr or what Turner ca11s íá"otolical
communitas.6S This is the political organization which one
finds in a monastery, which shoul-d not surprise us. Ultimately
speaking justice and God's command are inseparable; in the
deepest sense the just society is that society which helps us
to hear and understand God, which is the goal of the monastic
political organization.
The just society thus has a" soteriological dj-mension. It
is only through daily life that we eome to know God, and the
or hinder
political structure in which we live will help
-es¡f
coming to know God. It is--this fact which gives political
analysis and political action to change oppressive social
structure its religious import. The existence of unjust social
structure, i.e., social structures which alienate us from one
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another and block encounter, keeps us from knowÍng God. In this
sense, although I wilt not pursue it herer w€ could derive from
our analysis an understanding of social or structural sin.
A society without structure is difficult to imagine in the
world we live in today. One could argue that a society which
would facilitate experiencing God, that is, a just society, will
not be possible unless we reverse the trend towards political and
economic centralization and return to a considerably more
decentralized political organization where a more anarchistic
politics could succeed. It may not be possible for à community
really to exist on a scale as large aS a nation. Perhaps only

a smal1 community could function effectively without a eomplex
soci-al structure which, by assigning us to structural roles with
pre-fabricated meaning, alienates us from one another and from
God.

But a radically decentralized form of governance is a
somewhat utopian goal. I{e can probably have a just society,
with an openness to ultimate meaning, without sacrificing social
structure altogether. Sueh a" society wilL have to be formed
around social structural arrangements which insofar as possible
force us to look towards others in the governing of society. I
suggest that Áucfr a society will be more collective than the one
in which we live in today, and less hierarchical. Political
po\ryer will have to be more dispersed, and politics more democratic, if society is to function aS communitas. In general,
social structure should be arranged So that power cannot be
wielded autonomously, without the consent of the community'
because the process of collective governance brings us into the
disruptive encounter with other persons which is the foundation
for revelation
ilIost importantly, a political agenda consistent with ultimate meaning will have to take more seriously the human needs of
the community. Thê model I have proposed of society as a fertile
ground for the experience-''.)f God, depends upon the participation
of all persons as namers of God. We can be open to God insofar
as we are accorded our place in the collective process of
creating meaning, and that implies according to all persons the
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dignity of nourishment, shelter, and participation in
eommunity. We cannot ignore the poor and take them seriously
as part of our grappling for ultimate meaning; we cannot ignore
the poor without closi-ng ourselves to their human sufferingt
without sacrj-ficing radical openness.
I should emphasize that my standard of radical openness
does not put us in a position where we cannot judge. On the
contrary, openness to other human beings implies an ethic which
is in keeping with traditional ethics in most respects. I do
not believe we càn justify ignoring the hungry by appealing to
some truth beyond rational ethics. If we realIy are radically
open to ultimate truth, to other personsr w€ will feed the hungry;
the standard of radical openness does not deny but rather
transcends the traditional ethical mandate as understood by most
Christians. The standard of openness affirms the traditional
political agenda of humanism, but it encourages us to adopt à
more nuanced and less setf-righteous (and vindictive) approach
in our political work. Its effect will be to offer us a
perspective within which we will be able to make political
judgements without j-nvesting so much meaning in those judgements
that they become stultified and reductionist. Mary Daly put this
point well in arguing that feminists must not give up the concept
of God:
"It might seem that the women's revolution should just
go about its business of generating a new consciousness, without worrying about God. I suffest that the
fallacy involved in this would be an overlooking of
a basic question that is implied 1n human existence
and that the pitfall of such an oversight is cutting
off the radical potential of the movement itself.
It is reasonable to take the position that sustained
effort towards self-transcendence requires keeping
alive in one's consciousness the question of ultimate
transcendence, that is, of God. It implies recogni-tion of the faet that we have no power over the
ultimately real, and that whatever authentic power we
have j-s derived from participation in ultimate reality.
This awareness, always-hard to sustain, makes it
possible to be free o-ì-idolotry, even in regard tõ
one's own cause, since it te11s us that all presently
envisaged goals, lifestyles, symbols, and soci-etal
structures may be transitory. This is the meaning

human
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that the question of God should have for liberation,
sustaining a concern that is rea11y open to the
future, i; other words, that is rea11y ultimate.66
there is one important point about social structure and
religion which is still to be addressed. I have argued that
would be the
anarchy
the absence of soclal structure
"ideaI" society. But, as a more practical alternati-ver I have
suggested that one could settle for â" social structure which
accorded all human beings an essential dignity, and a role to
play in the governing of society, would force us to acknowledge
others, to encounter others, and hence to confront ultimate
meaning. There is one important proviso which must be added to
my model of a "just" structure: it cannot be based on an
ascriptive or arbitrary definition of structural roles.
The point of existential communitas, after all, is encouraging the recogni-tion of the self and of others as whole human
beings, rich with possibility, laden with ultimate meanÍ-ng, and
not reduced by the straightjacket of a social ro1e. In a
democratic society, where the political process forces us to
encounter others, the self-definition we receive in socialstructural roles is not perceived by ourselves or others
as ultimate. ltle may see ourselves as steelworkers or presidents,
but on some 1eve1 we acknowledge a commonality as human beings;
it is the perception of that commonality which allows us to
step outside à structural mode of interaction and encounter one
To à large extent, I believe the ability
another existentially.
to so step outside social structure is possible because in a.
democratic society, to a marked degreer wê choose our socialstrucgpral ro1es, Because of the fluidity which is built into
our self-definiti-on, then, wê can see social-structural roles
like personal tastes: interesting, but not ultimately defining
of who we are.
A different case exists with structural roles
which are awarded accordinä_tg ascriptive characteristics. The
black person in America is not perceived as a human being who
happens to be black; the black person in America bears a socialstructural stigma whj-ch is seen to inhere in him or her,
blackness i-s seen as definitive in a way that an occupational
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role is not. This kind of ascriptive definition blocks
encounter with others, it essentially denies the commonality
Sociar roles[^ä3"ftowhich is essential to community.
tive characteristics fix one's meaning prior to encounter; they
make the "ThOU" and phenomenon Of the "I"r and they are demOniC.
IVhich brings us back finally to Mary Daly. Daly's political
critique of Christian symbols is based, within the terms of my
analysisr oD a perception that sex-role differentiation as an
aspect of social structure is powerful enough to block the
mutual perception by men and women of their essential humanness.
Unlike the middle class worker who knows that essentially she or
he is the same as "the boss" r men and women do not share an
understanding that they are essentiall¡z the same. There is no
way that a social structure based on inherent masculine and
f eminine rol-es can be just, because the cultural meani.ng
embodj-ed in the labels male and female cannot easily be
relativized by religious symbols. There exists in our culture a
very profound alienation between men and women, with each sex
refusing to lay claim to those aspects of human life which are
projected onto the other. Take away social structure in its
other aspects and men and women will not l-ook at each other
through encounter and see whole human beings struggling to
affirm and understand ultimate meaning; instead, like foreigners'
they will see another who is so different, so uninterpretable,
that the l-Thou encounter is blocked by à chasm of alienation.
Rigid sex-roles as an aspect of social structure will have to
be abolished if human bej-ngs are to understand what is ultimately
until à generic bond of humanness
human and ultimately true
polarization of human
becomes nìore important than the artificial
qualities into male and female' men and women will not be
able to adopt a stance of radical openness, and the open
encounter with another which is revelation will be fundamentally
distorted.
I would argue, then, ihat DaIyrs political critique of
Christian symbols is an adequate and sufficient critique because
it can plausibly be argued that her political agenda j-s soteriological; the fundamental overhaul of the social structure of
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sex roles is liberating religlously because it brings us to
a position where radical openness is posslble between the
sexes. Moreover, the end of female oppression which she calIs
for in her analysis is a means to restoring the dignity and
creativity of women as participants in our religious/political
work -of participating as an "undifferentiated communitas"'
(Turner) which 'tries to live and act in the world in a manner
the word of God.
and heeding
consistent with hearing
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Postscript

Theological Construct ion

I have argued that Dalyrs critique of the form of Christian
symbols
which legitimate sex-role stereotypes
is consj.stent
with the ultimate content of Christian symbolsr. which are transhistorical.
This analysis provides a criterion for the critique
of religious symbols which does not reduce those symbols to a
merely cultural meaning. It also provides a basis for criticizi-ng self-styled religiously motivated political acti.vists,
particularly right-wing fundamentalists, who can be shown to
have adopted the mantle of biblical authority for cultural
aspects of Christian symbols where such authority is unwarranted
because it clashes with the real authority of those symbols,
which reside¡ in their ultimate content rather than their form.
To accept Dalyrs criticism of the form of Christian symbols,
however, leaves us with the question of what symbols should
supplement or replace them. The political critique gives us
only a negative critique of symbols: it shows us which symbols
may be particularly oppressive in their form, and argues for
their replacement. But it does not give us a means to evaluate
new symbols in a positive sense.
If we give up the authorj-ty of the Bible, which I have
argued we can and should do, theology will have to adopt a
constructive ro1e. What shal-1 be the methodological rules of
this new theological task? Can theology as a construetive
activity have the same power and influence that it did when it
was concej-ved.primarily as an interpretive discipline, a task
of interpreting a body of scripture widely accepted as authoritat ive?
Part of the problem with the loss of biblical authority is
that the BÍbIers authority defined for believers à certain mode
of relationship to the texts. To understand the Bible (the
content of which, after atir; undermines culture and culturers
settled and simple universe of meaning) one has to adopt à
stance of radical openness. The authority presumed to inhere in
the Bible, I believe, was a fundamental factor in establishing
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that hermeneutlcal stance. TÍithout that authority' the task of
communicating religious truth through texts may be considerably
''¡
''|
more dlfflcult.
Nevertheless, the move towards constructive theology !s
well underway already, fueled by comparative studies and a
newfound sophlsticat'ion about religious symbols. To cling to
biblicat symbols'exélusively at this point would be idolatrous.
There is no tprning back the clock. If there is any direction in
which this paper points, it is towards a thorough methodological
analysi-s of the theological resymbolLzation which lies ahead of
us.
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